


direct colour in a 
gel  form available  

in 14 nuances

type of 
product

active 
ingredients

use

notes

natural Pigments 
Phytic acid, 

natural chelator, 
PolyQuaternium-67

distribute the co-
lour in a uniform 

manner and leave on 
for 5 to 20 minutes. 

after the leave in Pe-
riod add water and 

accurately emulsify

ideal for all hair 
tyPes

ph 6

Phytic acid, PolyQua-
ternium-10, PolyQua-

ternium-67, Phe-
nethyl benzoate

can be used in the 
same way as finest 
Pigments. to obtain 
maXimum shine, on 
clean and dry hair 

distribute gloss in a 
uniform way and lea-
ve on for 20 minutes.

FINEST PIGMENTS FINEST GLOSS

shine gel to be used 
on its own or miXed 

with finest Pigments

ideal for all hair 
tyPes

ph 5



FINEST PIGMENTS
DESCRIPTION

is a gel direct colour line, formulated with uP to 98% natural derived ingredients
	 	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 NUANCES	 %	OF	NATURAL	ORIGIN
	 	 	 	 	 	 golden 0,98
      red 0,95
      coPPer 0,97
      mahogany 0,95
      ash/grey 0,97
      Pearl 0,98
      sand 0,97
      n°3 dark brown  0,95
      n°4 brown 0,96
      n°5 light brown 0,97
      n°6 dark blonde 0,97
      n°7 blonde  0,97
      n°8 light blonde 0,98
      n°9 very light blonde 0,98

PROPERTIES
gel formula,without ammonia, simPle and fast to use. does not reQuire an activator. does not 

reQuire an activator. immediately colours hair.
intensifies the natural hair colour and emPhasizes cosmetic hair colour. tones highlights and 
can be used to camouflage white hair.and obtains intense creative reflects on bleached hair. 

it rePresents the first aPProach to colour for natural hair.
can be used immediately after a Perm or relaXing treatment. 

ACTIVE	INGREDIENTS
formula enriched with natural Pigments.

 ginger and saffron to enhance and maintain golden tones.
ratannia (Plant from Peru) and lycoPene (red PhytoPigment Present aboveall in tomatoes) to 

enhance and maintain coPPer and red tones.
ratannia, giesta and indian walnut (or white walnut) to enhance and maintain dark tones.

the natural Pigments added to these formulation and above-mentioned have strong anti-oXi-
dant ProPerties and are able to Protect the structure of the hair.

Phytic acid: a natural chelator eXtracted from rice bran able to bind heavy metal ions that can 
change the result of colour.

gel of natural origin derived from cellulose.
 PolyQuaternium-67: conditioning natural Polymer with a cellulose base. 

	
HOW	TO	USE

on dry and clean hair, distribute the colour in a uniform manner and leave on for 5 to 20 mi-
nutes, dePending on the condition of the hair (see table below). after the leave in Period add 

water and accurately emulsify to obtain comPletely clean scalP and hair. if hair is dirty, carry 
out a shamPoo Prior to aPPlication, dry the hair and then Proceed with the aPPlication of the 

colour as mentioned above. aPPly the conditioner suitable to the tyPe of hair if necessary. 
does not reQuire shamPooing.

	 	 HAIR	TYPE	 PROCESSING	TIME
  highly bleached hair check visually every 5 minutes (uP to maX.20 mins)
  highlighted hair check every 5 minutes (uP to maX. 20 min.)
  normal hair (natural and coloured) 20 mins

INDICATED	FOR:
all the nuances of finest Pigments can be used Pure to obtain intense reflects or miXed to-

gether or miXed with the gloss. the Quantity of Product Per aPPlication dePends on hair len-
gth, thickeness and Porosity. on medium length hair you can consider 4 aPPlications Per bottle.

	
RESULT

vibrant and intense colour
duration : 8-10 washes.

PACKAGING
280 ml 



FINEST GLOSS
LUCIDANTE

DESCRIPTION
a shine gel formulated with ingredients uP to 98% of natural origin.

PROPERTIES
can be used Pure as a hair glosser or miXed with finest Pigments to obtain the 

desired intensity.

ACTIVE	INGREDIENTS
Phytic acid: a natural chelator eXtracted from rice bran able to bind heavy metal ions that can 

change the result of colour.
PolyQuaternium-10: conditioning cellulose base.
PolyQuaternium-67: conditioning cellulose base.

Phenethyl benzoate:raw material available even in rose oil (it has the same scent as rose oil) 
and has a very strong gloss ProPerties thanks to its high refraction indeX (1.55) 

HOW	TO	USE
use like finest Pigments nuances.

to obtain the maXimum gloss intensity, on dry and clean hair, distribute gloss in a uniform man-
ner and leave for 20 minutes.

rinse. aPPly conditioner if necessary.
if hair is dirty, carry out a shamPoo Prior to aPPlication, dry the hair and then Proceed with the 

aPPlication of the gloss as mentioned above. 
the gloss can be used miXed with the nuances.

INDICATIONS
can be used Pure as gloss or miXed with finest Pigments to obtain the desired reflecT.

	
RESULT

hair is left glossy and conditioned

CONFEZIONE
280 ml 


